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Laboratoryexperiments
have beenperformedthat showthe effecton the electrontemperatureof
inserting
a spherical
conducting
model,largerthantheDebyelength,into a free-streaming
high-energy
(1
kv) unmagnetized
hydrogenplasma.Theseexperiments
are the first electrontemperature
experiments
conductedat energiesand compositions
directlyrelevantto solarwind and astrophysical
plasmaphenomena.The incidentplasmaparameterswere held constant.A large numberof axial profilesof the
electrontemperature
ratiosTe,n/Teout
behindthemodeldownstream
in themodelwakearepresented.
A
rigorousstatisticalapproachis usedin the analysisof the electrontemperatureratio data in both our
experimental
laboratorydata and in our reanalysis
of the publisheddata of others.The followingnew
resultsare obtained:(1) In energeticplasmaflow thereis no overalltemperatureenhancement
in the near

wakesincethebestfit to the Te,n/Teout
datais a horizontalstraightlinehavinga meanvalue6f 1.05;(2)
No statisticallysighificantelectrontemperatureenhancement
peaksor depressions
existin the near-wake

regionbehinda modelat zeropotentiali'na high-energy
plasmaevenat distances
lessthan or equalto
Ma, whereM is the acousticMach numberand a is the modelradius.This impliesa "fillingin" of
electrons
in the wakeregionwhichmay be due to the highermobilityof theseenergeticelectrons.
This
mechanismmay permit the solar wind electronsto significantlycontributeto the maintenanceof the
nightsideionosphereat Venus.

INTRODUCTION

late spacephysics
phenomena.
•heseexperiments
havethe

In thiSpaper we presentthe resultsof the first laboratory advantage that they afford investigation of the basic features

experi•ehts
in a high-energy
plasma
thatinvestigate
theelectron temperatureTe in the body wake.Moreover,we employa
large numberof Te samplesin the very near- and near-wake
regionsdownstreamfrom a conductingbody. We compare
our resultsto the experimentalfindingsof Oran et al. [1975],
Samir and Wrenn [1972], Sarniret al. [1979], Stone [1981],
and Troy et al. [1975]. We discussour results in the more
general context of theoretical studies and of other relevent

considerations.
We alsodiscusshow our findingsmay be relevant to the maintenanceof the nightsideionosphereof Venus
and we suggestsome specific spacecraft observations that
shouldbe carried out usingthe Pioneer Venus orbiter.
Our resultsare alsorelevantto increasingour knowledgeof
the underlyingphysicsof the electronheating process.Based
on theoreticalconsiderations[e.g., Gurevichet al., 1966; Denavit, 1979], there is evidencethat indirectprocesses
for electron
heatingexisteventhoughthereare no collisionsbetweenparticles or any other obvious heating mechanisms.From the
viewpointof a collisionless
plasmaexpansioninto a vacuum,
Gurevichet al. [1966] have demonstratedthrough the selfsimilartheory that in the courseof filling the vacuum,ions are
acceleratedby the action of the resultingelectricfield up to
velocitiesof the order of the thermal velocityof the electrons.
At the sametime the effectivetemperatureof the ions drops
sharplyto many timessmallerthan the electrontemperature.
Also, Denavit [1979] has demonstratedthrough numerical
simulationthat when a collisionless
plasma expandsinto a

vacuum,Te/ne
•-! equalsa constant,where7 is definedas
[Z(me/rni)]
•/2,whereZ is theion chargenumber.
Laboratory experimentscan be usedto meaningfullysimu-

of the physical processesin a controlled environment. Several
types of space physics phenomena have been studied in the
laboratory. Podqornyand Saqdeev[1970], Alfv•n[1981], Stenzel and Gekelrnan[1981], Stone [1981], lntriligator and Steele
[1982], Sarnir et al. [1983], and others have specificallydiscussedlaboratory experimentsrelating to spacephysicsand in
situ phenomena.Podgornyand Sagdeer[1970] discussvarious
aspectsof the solar wind interaction with the earth. Alfv•n
[1981] emphasized critical velocity phenomena. Stenzel and
Gekelman[1981] (and subsequentpapers by this group) investigate various aspectsof magnetic field line reconnection that
are relevant to the magnetotail, solar flares, and cometary
phenomena. Stone [1981] and Samir et al. [1983] (and other
papers by these authors) concern laboratory and in situ stud-

ies of the expansionof a low-energyplasma in a vacuum,

plasma
flowpastanobg•acle,
andrelevant
space
physics
phenomena. 1ntriligator and Steele [1982] related high-energy (1

kV) laboratory
results
concern{ng
a stablenarrowturbulent
layer and a shadow region downstream of a model to the

regiondownstreamOf Venus.In the presentpaper we discuss
the electron temperatures in the near wake of an obstacle in a
simulated solar wind flow and their possiblerelevance to the
solar wind interaction at Venus, including the maintenance of
the nightsideionosphere.
There have been considerable experimental and in situ

measurements
of theelect?on
temperature
(Te)in thewakeof a
sphericalobject in a low-energy plasma. This topic has been
explored both in the laboratory [llliano and Story, 1974; Oran
et al., 1975; Stone, 1981] and from earth-oi'bitingsatellites
[Henderson and Samir, 1967; Samir et al., 1979; Samir and

Wrenn,1972;Troyet al.,1975].Tworeviewa•ticles
thatdiscussboth the laboratory and spacecraftmeasurementsare by

SamirandStone
[1980]andSamiretal.[1983].
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Samir et al. [1979, 1983] indicated the need to more fully
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TABLE 1. Laboratory and Solar Wind Free Stream Parameters
Solar

Parameter

Wind

At Venus

Velocity (km/s), V•

Laboratory

30-700

440

Density(ions/cm3),
Ni
Ion temperature(øK), T•

20-40
1-5 x 104

2 x 106
1.5 x 104

Ion composition
Electrontemperature*(øK), Te
Debyelength(cm,

H+
1-5 x l0 s
> 102

H+
4.5 x 104
5.8 x 10- x

6

16

105
6.1 x 108

8
4.1

;•a= 6'9(Te/Ne)
•/2
Ion acoustic Mach

No.

M = V•/(2kT•/Mi)•/2
Debyeratio, a/2a
Model radius(cm),a

*T e was determinedby usingconventionalmethodsassociatedwith
I/V curves, the straight section of our In I/V curve extended for
severalorders of magnitude.
Fig. 1. Schematic representations of the Astrophysical Plasma
Laboratory plasma chamber showing the relative locations of the
high-energy plasma source,the model, and the various detectors.

Te enhancementin the wake of a conducting body, and they
also indicated the need for further theoretical and experimental work. Samir et al. [1979] stressthe need for the experimental work to employ large samplesof Te measurementsin
the body wake.
In the Astrophysical Plasma Laboratory (APL)we developed a large plasma facility capable of producing a wellcontrolled high-energyhydrogen plasma to simulate the environment of the interplanetary/astrophysicalmedium [lntriligatot and Steele, 1982]. The plasma facility (see Figure 1) consists of a large vacuum chamber (20 feet (6.1 m) long and 15
feet (4.6 m) in diameter), the high-energyplasma source(1 kV),
and the detectors.The ambient geomagneticfield was present
in the chamber. The operating base pressurein the chamber

from the plasma. In this study a model with a/2d = 8.0 was
usedin the high-energy plasma beam.
A set of scans,consistingof one I/V scan taken behind the

model with the model in the high-energyplasmaand one I/V
scanwith the model removedfrom the plasma,was taken at
each z/a location. After a set of scans,the model was removed

from the plasma,and the upstreamLangmuirprobewasinserted into the plasma.The plasmaparameterswere remeasured,
and the new values were compared to the baselinevaluesfor
repeatability. The maximum deviation was +_10%.
After a set of scanswas completed at each z/a location,
another set of scans was performed at the same location to
verify the reliability of the temperature measurements.The

maximum deviation betweenthe two correspondingsets of
scans was + 10%.

We havecalculated
temperature
ratiosTe,,/Te
.... whereTel"

waslessthan 5 x 10-6 torr whenthesourcewasoperating.

is the electrontemperaturewith the model in the high-energy

A Langmuir probe [Langmuir and Mott-Smith, 1924' lntriligator and Steele, 1982], consisting of a looped wire 1.5 cm
long by 0.008 cm in diameter, similar to those describedby
Hall et al. [1965] and Sellen et al. [1965], floating at the
plasma potential was used to measure the ambient plasma
parameters for repeatability and stability. These measurements were used to determine a set of baselinesourceparameters for control purposes.This probe could be inserted in and
removed from the plasma beam (using controls external to the
vacuum environment) at a location upstream (z • -9.5 cm)
along the model centerline.A second Langmuir probe of the
same type was mounted so that it could be moved, by a
mechanical shaft through the vacuum wall, along the model
centerlinethroughout the region downstreamof the model.
A model was inserted into the plasma beam, and the downstream Langmuir probe was aligned with the model centerline

plasmaand Teou,
is the electrontemperature
with the model

and

then

located

at

various

downstream

z

removedfrom the high-energyplasma.In this paper we pres-

ent the temperatureratios Tei,/Teou,
taken on the modelcenterline in the wake region downstream from the model at
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(z/a- 1.6-7.5, where z is the distance from the model centerline and a is the model radius). The bias voltage on the
probe was stepped through a range of +600 V at each z/a
location, and the net probe current was measuredand recorded for each voltage step.The electron temperature was derived
in the usual manner from the In I/l/curve, where I is the net
electron current and V is the probe voltage [Schott, 1968'
Stone, 1981' Intriligator and Steele, 1982]. The linear portion
of the curve extendedfor severalorders of magnitude, indicating a Maxwellian distribution of electrons. These electron
temperatures were then compared to the corresponding electron temperatures obtained when the model was removed

o
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Fig. 2. A plot of plasmaelectrontemperature
T•ou,
, takendown-

stream on the line which coincides with the model centerline when the

modelis in the beam,with the conductingmodel(a/;•d= 8.0)removed
from the plasma beam. The vertical axis is the dimensionlessnumber

T•ou,,
whereT•o•,is the electrontemperaturewith the modelremoved
from the plasmabeam,rangingfrom 0 to 9.0 x 104øK.The horizontal
axis is the dimensionless
numberz/a rangingfrom 0 to 8.0, wherez is
the distance downstream along the model centerline and a is the

modelradius.Theleastsquares
linecalculated
fromthedata(Teou,O.l(z/a)+ 4.2) and the one-sigmabar are also shown.The slight increasein value of the least squaresline with increasingz/a is not
statisticallysignificant(seetext).
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zontal axis is the dimensionlessnumber z/a and rangesfrom 0
to 8.0. This parameter was employed to enable us to compare
our data with other published data [e.g., Oran et al., 1975;

9O

Stone,1981]. We calculatedthe leastsquaresfit to the Teou,

6O

data and have shown the least squaresline which has a value

of 4.5x 10'*øK,
asdetermined
by theequationTeout
= O.l(z/a)

IN

xlO4OK

+ 4.2, and a standard deviation, shown by the one-sigmabar,

of 4 x 103øK.The apparentslightincreasein valueof the least

3.0

squares
line with increasing
z/a is not statistically
significant

1.0

2.0

3.0

40

5.0

6.0

Z0

as determined by the T ratio for the regressioncoefficient
[Draper and Smith, 1966].
Figure 3 shows an axial plot of the electron temperatures

80

Tei
n takendownstream
on the modelcenterlineobtainedwith

Z/d

Fig. 3. A plot of the plasmaelectrontemperatureT,,,. on the
model centerline downstream from a conducting model with the
model in the plasma beam. The least squaresline calculatedfrom the

datapoints(Te,"= O.l(z/a)+ 4.2)andtheone-sigma
bar arealsoplotted. The vertical and horizontal axes are the same as in Figure 2. The
slight increasein value of the least squaresline with increasingz/a is
not statisticallysignificant(seetext).

the model (a/,•d • 8) in the plasma beam. The vertical axis is

the electron temperatureTeinand rangesfrom 0 to 9.0 x
10'*øK.The horizontal axis is the same as in Figure 2. We
calculatedthe leastsquaresfit to the Te,•data and haveshown
the leastsquaresline,whichhasa meanvalueof 4.6 x 10'*øK,
as determinedby the equation Te,
• = O.l(z/a)+ 4.2, and a
standard deviation, shown by the one-sigma bar, of 6

x 103øK.The slightincrease
in valueof thisleastsquaresline
distancesrangingfrom z/a = 1.6 to 7.5. The model was maintained at zero volts bias.
OBSERVATIONS

The ambient plasma parameters shown in Table 1 were
maintained at their respectivevalues throughout the entire
data seriespresentedin this paper. Figure 2 showsan axial
plot of the electron temperaturesobtained with no model in

with increasingz/a is also not statisticallysignificantas determined by the T ratio for the regressioncoefficient.
Figure 4 shows an axial plot of the electron temperature

ratiosTe•,/TeouC
The verticalaxisis the dimensionless
number
Tei•/Teou,
and rangesfrom 0 to 3.0. The horizontalaxis is the
sameas in Figure2. The leastsquaresfit to the Tein/Teou,
data
was calculated and we have shown the least squares line,
which has a mean vlaue of 1.05, as determinedby the equation

the plasmabeam (Teou,)
taken downstreamlocations,on the

rein/reout
= (6.0x 10-3)(z/a)+1.1,and a standarddeviation,

line which coincides with the model centerline when the model

shown by the one-sigmabar, of 0.15. Thus while at z/a = 2.5,
3.2, 3.8, 4.4, and 5.6 there are apparent electron temperature
enhancementpeaks and at z/a = 3.5, 4.0, 5.3, 6.2, and 6.5 there
are apparent electron temperature depressions,these peaks
and depressionsare greater than one sigma but lessthan two
sigma,so that thesepeaks and depressionsare not statistically
significant(i.e.,they are lessthan 95% confidence).

is in the plasma beam, ranging from z/a = 1.6 through 7.5,
where a is the radius of the model

used to obtain

the data

shownin Figure 2. In Figure 2 the separationbetweenthe z/a
locationswas 0.3 with the exceptionof between 2.8 and 3.2
and between

6.8 and 7.2. The

vertical

axis is the electron

temperature
Teout
andranges
from0 to 9.0x 104øK.
Thehori-

Figure5 showsa plot of the data Te•,/Teout
from Oran et al.
[1975]. We have calculatedthe least squaresfit to their data
points taken with zero volts bias on the model, where the
model is in a 3.2-eV plasma beam. We have shown the least
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Fig. 4. A plot of the plasmaelectrontemperature
ratio Te,./Teou,
on the model centerline downstream from a conducting model

o

(a/•.d= 8.0).The verticalaxisis the dimensionless
numberTe,./Teou,

I

1.0 2_103.0 41.0
z/o

ranging from 0 to 3.0. The horizontal axis is the same as in Figure 1.

The least squaresline calculatedfrom the data (Te,•/T•o.,=(6
x 10-3)(z/a)+ 1.1)and the one-sigma
bar are alsoshown.The mean
value of 1.05 was obtained from the least squaresbest fit to the data.
This figure shows that the evolution of the ratio of the electron temperature in the shadow of a conducting model inserted in a freestreaminghigh-energyplasma beam is consistentwith a straight horizontal line from z/a = 1.6 to 7.5. This plot also shows that down-

stream on the model centerline,in the near-wake region, there are no
electron temperature ratio excursionsgreater than two sigma. Therefore the apparent ratio structure in the temperature ratio data is not
statisticallysignificant.

Fig. 5. A plot of the data for zero volts bias from Oran et al.
[1975]. The vertical axis is the same as in Figure 4. The horizontal
axis is the dimensionlessnumber z/a ranging from 1.0 to 8.5, where z
is the distance

downstream

and

a is the model

radius.

The

least

squaresline that we calculatedfrom the data (T•,./T•ou,
= --O.l(z/a)
+ 1.6), which has a mean value of 1.3, and the associatedone-sigma
bar are also shown. This plot shows that there is a .-.30% temperature enhancement

in their wake

data and that there is a small de-

creasing trend in the data with increasing z/a. The reported electron
temperature enhancementpeak at a z/a of 2.0 is lessthan our calculated two-sigma value.
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of a modelmaintainedat zero voltsbiasin a high-energy
plasma(i.e.,the enhancement
peaksare lessthantwo sigma).
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Fig. 6. A plot of the wake electrontemperatureratio data from

SamirandWrenn[1972]withtheleastsquares
bestfit (Tei,/Teo.,
= (1.2
x 10-%b + 1.0) line we calculatedfor the ambientdata and the

sinusoidal best fit for the wake data. The vertical axis is the dimen-

That is, while the electrontemperatureratiosassociated
with
zerovoltspotentialon themodel(seeFigure4) showapparent
temperature
ratio peaksanddepressions
throughoutthe near
wakeregion(i.e.,from z/a = 1.6 to 7.5),they are not statisticallysignificant.
We emphasize
thatthesepeaksanddepressionsaregreaterthanonesigmabut lessthantwo sigmaand
that the data are consistent
with a straighthorizontalline
havinga meanvalueof 1.05,asshownin Figure4.
Stone[1981] and Samiret al. [1983] predictthat any elec-

trontemperature
enhahcement
in thewakeofa modelwillbe
confined
to thenear-wake
regionwherez is lessthanMa, M is
the ion acousticMach number, and a is the model radius.

sionless
numberTe,,/Teo.,
ranging
from0 to 3.0,whereTe,
• is the Theirprediction
is basedon the assumption
that thisis"the
electrontemperature
in the satellitewakeand Teo.,
is the ambient

electrontemperature.
The horizontalaxisis •b,where•bis the angle
associated with the satellite rotation.

approximate
locationwherethe converging
streams
in the

near wake cross the z axis and fill in the ion void. In contrast

to this expectation,our data, which were taken in the wake

regionwhere• is lessthan1/2Ma, showstatistically
thatno
squares
line,whichhasa meanvalueof 1.3,asdetermined
by temperature enhancement exists.
theequationTein/Teout
= -O.l(z/a) + 1.6,witha standard
deviIn apparentagreement
withourfindings,
Stone[1981]sugation, shownby the one-sigmabar, of 0.2. The verticalaxisis gests,
on thebasisof someadditional
lowenergyexperiments,
the sameas in Figure 4. The horizontal axisis the dimension- that the moreenergetic
theinitialelectronpopulation,theless

lessnumberz/a rangingfrom 0 to 8.5.
dramaticwill be the degreeof electrontemperatureenhanceShuvalov[1980] reportedan apparentsmall electrontem- ment. The data from Stone[1981] taken with zero volts bias
perature enhancementin the very near wake downstream on the model and an electrontemperatureof 8.5 x 102øK

froma cylinderwherez/a is lessthanor equalto 1.4.We showa temperature
ratio peakat z/a = 2.0 and ratio deprescalculated
the Tei,/Teou,
valuesfor the two reportedlocations sions at z/a = 1.25 and 5.0. He statesthat the peak at

and obtaineda valueof 1.5 wherez/a = 1.1 and a valueof 1.2 z/a = 2.0 is not indicativeof a temperatureenhancement.We
where z/a = 1.4. It is unfortunatethat there were not sufficient calculatethat this peak and the depressions
are greaterthan
data pointspresentedto allow a statisticalanalysisof his one sigma but lessthan two sigma.Thus all the valuesare
observations.
consistentwith a straight horizontal line. When the electron
Figure6 shows
a plotof theTe,,/Teo•,
data,whereTei•isthe temperature is increasedto 2.45 x 103øK and the model bias

electron
temperature
in thesatellite
wakeandTeo•,
istheambi- is maintainedat zero volts,the temperature
ratio peakap-

entelectrontemperature
measured
upstreamfromthesatellite, pears at z/a = 5.0 and has decreasedin value (we calculate
obtainedby the Langmuirprobeon Explorer31 [Samirand that it is still greaterthan onesigma),and we calculatethat all
Wrenn, 1972]. We have calculated the best fit to these data
the pointsare alsoconsistent
with a straighthorizontalline.
points, and we have plotted this best fit to both the ambient The temperature
ratio peakwhichappearedas z/a = 2.0 has
and the wake data. The best fit to the ambient data is a least
decreased
to a valuewhichis lessthan one sigmafrom the
squaresline with a meanvalueof 1.0,as determined
by the line. Thus we calculatethat statisticallyboth of thesedata
equationTe,./Teo.,
= (1.2x 10-½)•b
+ 1.0anda standarddevi- casesare consistentwith straighthorizontallinesand that no
ation of 0.03. The best fit to the wake data is a sine wave. In

temperature enhancement existed in the model wake for either

Figure 6 the verticalaxis is the sameas in Figure 3. The of the initial electronpopulations.It shouldbe noted,how-

horizontalaxisis •b,where•b is the anglea•sociated
with
spacecraftrotation and rangesfrom 0øto 360ø.
Electron temperaturedata were also taken with the retar-

ever, that the Stone 8.50 x 102øK case was obtained when

therewasa higherneutralgaspressurein the chamber.Stone
[1981] has suggested
that increased
gaspressurealsodimin-

dingpotentialanalyzer[Troy et al., 1975]on theExplorer31 ishesthe temperature
enhancement
(the highergaspressure
satellite.We will summarize
the resultsfromthe Explorer31 themorethe chargeexchange
andthelesstheenhancement).
retardingpotentialanalyzerin the next section.
Stone[1981] reportsdownstreamelectrontemperatureenDISCUSSION

hancements
withlowergaspressure
for an electron
temperatureof 10.5x 103øK,butin theseexperiments
themodelwas
not at zero volts bias.

LaboratoryResultson ElectronTemperatures

Figure5 showsthe data from Oranet al. [1975] with zero

The data presented
in Figures2, 3, and 4 are the firstpresentationof experimental
data investigating
the electrontemperaturein the model shadowin a high energyhydrogen
plasma.Moreover,comparedwith other laboratoryexperimenters,we have obtaineda large numberof data points.
Unlike someotherauthors[Illiano andStorey,1974;Oranet
al., 1975;Samirand Wrenn,1972; Troy et al., 1975],we have
taken a rigorousstatisticalapproachto the analysisof our
electrontemperature
data.Whenthe data are comparedwith
a least squaresfit to the respectivepoints,we find that an

They report that with an ambientelectrontemperatureof

electron temperatureenhancementdoes not exist in the wake

1.05x 103øK,
thereisanenhancement
peakat z/a= 2:0.We

volts potential on the model, where the model is in a lowenergy (3.2 eV) plasma beam. The Mach number in their

chamberrangedbetween6.9 and 12.8,and Ro/•.• rangedbetween 11.7 and 25. Their electrontemperaturewas 1050øK

and the ion temperature
300øK.Thus while Te/T•is '--3 in
bothour andtheirexperiments,
the beamenergies
arevastly
different, and T•/E• also differ. Since the mean value of our

calculated
bestfit to theirdatais 1.3,thisimpliesthat thereis
an overall temperature enhancementof •30%

in their data.
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note from our least squaresfit to their data that this peak is
greater than one sigma but less than two sigma. Our least
squares fit to the Oran et al. data also shows an apparent
negative slope with increasingz/a. The value of this slope is
-0.08. The T ratio indicatesthat this small negativeslope is
significant,so that the Oran et al. data are consistentwith a
trend of a small temperature enhancementin the very near
wake, even though their apparent enhancementat z/a = 2.0 is
not statistically significant. Our further examination of the
data from Oran et al. [1975] showsthat there existsa temperature ratio depressionwhich is greaterthan one sigmabut less
than two sigma at z/a - 8.1. However, all the other points lie
within one sigma of the line. Thus we conclude that statistically their observationsare consistentwith an electron temperature enhancementin the near wake.
Stone [1981] suggeststhat the temperature enhancement
observedby Oran et al., [1975] may have been caused by
plasma instabilities that gave rise to heating of electrons
throughout their chamber (i.e., in the ambient flow and in the
wake region). He speculatesthat they did not realize that
heating actually took place throughout the chamber because
in the ambient electronsany effectsof heating were swamped
by the more populous unheated electrons.In the wake, however, since most of the ambient electrons were excluded, the
electronheatingwas more readily observable.
As the negative potential is increasedon the model, both
Oran et al. [1975] and Stone [1981] show that an enhancement peak occurs close to the model surface and increasesin
amplitude with an accompanyingdecreasein the distance

downstreamat which any apparentenhancementexists.They
find that at negative potentialsgreater than -0.7 V on the
model the apparentenhancement
is confinedto the very near
wake region (e.g.,distanceslessthan z/a = 2.0). We note that
their enhancementpeak at this distanceis greater than two
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some of the theoretical results of Gurevichet al. [1973] and
Singh and Schunk [1982]. While Singh and Schunk [1982]
point out some inadequaciesin the Gurevich et al. boundary
conditionsand results,the existenceof the expansionregion
and much of the theoretical formalism they employ are similar. Gurevich et al. presentthe hypothesisthat electronheating causedby a two-stream instability can causean electron
temperature enhancementin the model wake.
Stone [1981] states that if this hypothesisis correct and
ambient plasma stream electrons are heated by a waveparticle interaction, then the more energeticthe initial electron
population,the lessdramatic will be the temperatureenhancement. In this context, our laboratory high-energyplasma results showing a lack of electron temperatureenhancementin
the near wake supply some important information that has
been hitherto

unavailable.

In Situ Resultson Electron Temperatures

The in situ studies were primarily intended for study of
spacecraft/thermalplasma rather than solar wind/obstacleinteraction, but they are relevant to our work. Samir and Wrenn
[1972], as shown in Figure 6, and Troy et al. [1975] present
data taken with the Langmuir probe and with the retarding
potential analyzer, respectively, mounted flush on the Explorer 31 satellite.Samir and Wrenn report an apparent elec-

tron temperatureenhancement,
determinedby comparingthe
ambient electron temperature measuredupstream of the satellite with the wake electron temperature measureddownstream
of the satellitein the wake region where q• rangesfrom 120ø to
270ø. Samir and Wrenn report that the data show an electron
temperature enhancementin the satellite wake, and they draw
a sinusoidaltype curve through the downstreamdata.
We have shown that the ambient

data of Samir

and Wrenn

are best fit with a straight line. We also have obtained a best

sigma.

fit sinusoidal

It has been suggestedto us (S. T. Wu, private communication, 1983) that the increasedmobility associatedwith our
high-energyelectronsenablesthem to more readily "fill in"
behindthe model. Nakagawaand Wu [1969] discusstemperature structureswithin a shocklayer. The fundamentalphysical processof mobility of ions and electronsshouldbe appli-

calculations clearly indicate that there is a temperature enhancementin the wake region for the Samir and Wrenn obser-

curve for the Samir

and Wrenn

wake

data.

Our

vations.

Troy et al. [1975] presentdata that show a variety of behavior in the downstreamregion. They presentone casewhich
indicatesthat there was no electron temperature enhancement
cable for both cases.
presentdownstream from Explorer 31. They also present two
Many authors Illllano and Story, 1974; Liu, 1969; Samir et
cases which indicate electron temperature enhancements
al., 1979; Stone, 1981] note the possiblerelation betweenthe
downstream: one showing an apparent electron temperature
apparentelectrontemperatureenhancementoccurringdown- increaseof more than 50%, the other showing an apparent
streamin the region of the model wake from z/a = 1.25-8.0 to
electron temperature enhancementof lessthan 20%. The final
the possibleeffectsof a negative potential well. Samir et al.
casepresentedby Troy et al. showsan oscillatory type behav[1979] point out that the existenceof such a potential well ior, but thesedata were obtained during a period of changing
can lead to misinterpretation
of the inflectionpoint of the I/V
ionosphericactivity.
characteristicof a Langmuir probe, leading to an erroneous
Hendersonand Samir [1967] report that with a Langmuir
apparent electron temperature enhancement in the model
probe mounted at 5Ro (where Ro is the spacecraftradius) from
wake. Stone [1981], Samir et al. [1979], and others,however, the Ariel 1 spacecraft centerline there is no evidence of an
are obviouslyaware that wave-particleinteractionscan occur electron temperature enhancement in the spacecraft wake.
with or without a potentialwell and that thesewave-particle Therefore both Samir and Wrenn [1972] and Troy et al.
interactionsmay play a significantrole in the wake region. [1975] conclude that the apparent electron temperature enTroy et al. [1975] point out that there is definitelysomeprohancement may be confined to the very near wake region
cessmuch more complex than a uniform electrostaticbarrier
where z/a is less than 5.0. No in situ measurements of the
whichcontrolsthe electroncollectionand causesan apparent regionbetween2Ro and 5Ro have beenreported.
electrontemperatureenhancementin the model wake.
Samir et al. [1983] point out that because these in situ
$amir et al. [1983] recently reviewed the expansionof a
measurementswere made by probes that were either mounted
plasmainto a vacuum.They interpretthe availablelaboratory flush on the spacecraftor on a short boom, they are limited in
and in situ measurementsas indicating the existenceof a
their spatial and temporal extent. These limitations allow the
rarefactionwave propagatinginto the ambient plasmadownexamintion of only the very near wake region. Contrary to
stream of an obstacle.This interpretation is consistentwith
these results our laboratory data show that while there is an
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apparent electron temperature structure consisting of peaks
and depressions throughout the near wake region from
z/a = 1.6-7.5, these are all greater than one sigma but less
than two sigma and therefore are consistentwith a horizontal
line.

the few remainingseasonsof nightsideobservationsit would
be meaningful to acquire some electron observationsthat
would enable us to further resolve this issue. On the basis of

our laboratory resultsreported above we suggestthat the
PVO plasma analyzer be configured to measure electrons
when the spacecraftis at downstreamdistanceslessthan Ma,

Relevanceto Space Plasma Phenomena

where M is the solar wind ion acoustic Mach number and a is

The downstreamelectron temperatureswe obtained are the
first laboratory measurementsat high energiesdirectly relevant to the solar wind interaction with planets, comets, and
other astrophysicalobjects.While our solar systemaffords the
only opportunity for carrying out in situ measurementsof
astrophysicalphenomena,thesein situ determinationsare not
carried out in a controlled environment. In our laboratory
experiments we have successfullyperformed in a controlled
environmentrepeatable,reliable experimentsat energiescomparable to thoseof the solar wind. On the basisof our experiments we conclude that at these high energiesthere are no
temperature enhancementsin the near wake.
On the basis of our rigorous statistical reanalysisof the
low-energylaboratory experimentsof others and of the in situ
ionosphericexperimentsthere appears to be evidencefor a
temperature enhancementin the near wake in the Oran et al.
[1975] observationsand in the Explorer 31 wake as measured
by Samir and Wrenn [1972]. The Stone [1981] laboratory
observations,which included a good number of samples,are
best fit by a horizontal line having a mean value which indicatesno significanttemperatureenhancements.While Shuvalov and others report some enhancements,their data are so
sparsethat it is difficult to determine if they are statistically
significant.
One of the important unresolved issues concerning the
Venus environment regards the maintenance of the nightside
ionosphere. Intriligator et al. [1979] reported evidence for
measurable electron fluxes in the plasma analyzer observations. However, to data, the majority of the PVO plasma
analyzer electron observations have been obtained near
periapsisin the vicinity of the ionopause/ionosphere.
At these
low altitudes one would not expect to observe measurable

the radiusof Venus,Rv. In other words,whenthe spacecraft
is
at distanceslessthan •6R V downstreamfrom the planetso

electron

fluxes of diverted

solar wind

electrons

since even if

the solar wind electronsare "filling in" behind the planet, they
are confronted with an obstacle that is larger than 2RV in
diameter (i.e., owing to interplanetary magnetic field pileup,
etc). Moreover, they must penetrate the turbulent ionosheath
[Intriligator and Scarf, 1982], the boundary region of the tail
[lntriligator and Scarf, 1984], the interaction region associated

with mass addition (i.e., the pick-up of planetaryO + ions
[Intriligator, 1982]), and the thermalization processnear the
top of the ionosphere (H. Perez-de-Tejada et al., preprint,
1983).
One could speculatethat some of the incoming solar wind
electrons which penetrate the Venusian bow shock leave the
turbulent ionosheath and penetrate the boundary region of
the tail. Thus these high-mobility solar wind electrons are
filling in the void region downstream of Venus. After the electrons enter the void region, eventually it is necessaryfor them
to have a significant component of velocity directed toward
the planet if they are to impinge on the nightsideionosphere.
Analogously to some earth magnetotail models, it is possible
that the electrons first stream down the tail away from the
planet and that subsequently(either in impulsive events or in
a more continuous manner) they flow toward the planet and
impinge on the ionosphere(in the polar regions,for example).
The Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) orbit is evolving, and in

that possibleevidencemay be obtainedof solar wind electrons

fillingin the void region.Perhapson severalorbitsthe plasma
analyzercan performthesemeasurements
when periapsisis
downstreamin the range of 2 to 6Rv. It would also be useful
to perform some electron observations further downstream

near apoapsis.The electronobservationsin this regionmay
provideevidenceof electronsstreamingtowardand/or away
from the planet. In this connectionit should be recalled that
Perez-de-Tejada et al. [1982] showed that at a distance of
•12Rv downstream from Venus the flow direction of the

plasmaprotonsand Venus-derived
oxygenionswasconsistent
with the bulk flow direction associated with fluid flow and

independentof the local orientation of the magneticfield. Observations of converging plasma electron streams in this
downstreamregion or in the downstreamregion closerto the
planet would provide striking evidencefor the filling in of the
void.

The PVO plasma analyzer can measure electrons in the
range of 0-250 V. The instrumenthas the flexibility to obtain
thesemeasurements
in two differentmodes[lntriligator et al.,
1980]: the step mode and the scan mode. For these electron
observations it would be useful to obtain measurements in the

usual scan mode and also in the step mode since the step
mode transmits the complete azimuthal distribution of the
electronsat each energy step, while the scan mode transmits
only the peak flux and peak azimuthal direction at each
energy step. The instrument also transmits information concerningthe polar flow [Intriligator et al., 1980].
While the filling in processfor solar wind electronsat Venus
may be more complicatedthan that which we observedin the
laboratory, the PVO electron observations outlined above

may provide sufficientobservationsto ascertainthe significance of this electron flux in these regions. Moreover, the
simultaneousPVO plasma wave observationsmay provide
informationconcerningthe role of plasmainstabilities(e.g.,
Stone [1981] suggestedthat plasma instabilities may have
been responsiblefor heating the ambient and wake electrons
in Oran et al.'s [1975] chamber).Becauseof the large differ-

ence (•-104) in the scalingparametera/i•a (radius/Debye
length) betweenthe laboratory and Venus, in the large wake
of Venus,instabilitiesmay play a more significantrole than in
the laboratory wake, of a few Debye lengthsin radius,which
lacksa comparableshockstructure.It is alsopossiblethat the
induced magnetic field at Venus might play a role in the
energycoupling betweenions and electronsin the wake.
CONCLUSIONS

We find that the electron temperature ratios measured
downstreambehind a conductingmodel, at zero volts potential, in a high-energy(1 kV) plasma do not show an electron
temperatureenhancement.The temperature ratio peaks appearing behind the model at z/a = 2.5, 3.2, 3.8, 4.4, and 5.6
and the temperatureratio depressionsat z/a- 3.5, 4.1, 5.3,
6.2, and 6.5 are all greater than one sigma but lessthan two
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sigma from our horizontal line having a mean value of 1.05,
which is the leastsquaresbestfit to the data.
From the viewpoint of a collisionlessplasma expansioninto
a vacuum, Gurevichet al. [1966] have demonstratedthrough
the self-similartheory that in the courseof filling the vaccum,
ions are acceleratedby the action of the resultingelectricfield
up to velocitiesof the order of the thermal velocity of the
electrons.At the same time the effectivetemperatureof the
ions drops sharply to many times smaller than the electron
temperature. Furthermore, Denavit [1979] has also demonstratedthrough numericalsimulationthat when a collisionless

determined by the calculated T ratio. Therefore we conclude
that the data from $amir and Wrenn [1972] are consistent
with an electron temperature enhancementin the spacecraft
wake. However, the wake data from Troy et al. [1975] show
evidence of a lack of electron temperature enhancement on
one occasionand evidenceof significantelectron temperature

spect.
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Additional observations in the laboratory, downstream of
bodiesin the earth's ionosphere(e.g.,in the wake of spacecraft
and the shuttle tether), and downstream of Venus should
enable us to ascertain the specificnature of the relevant pheplasmaexpandsinto a vacuum,Te/ne
TM• equalsa constant, nomena and ultimately should result in an increased underwhere7 is definedas [Z(rne/rni)]
•/2, with Z as the ion charge standing of the underlying physicalmechanismsthat give rise
number.
to thesephenomena.
These two theoretical examplesprovide evidencethat inAcknowledgments. This paper representsone aspect of research
direct processesfor electron heating exist even though there
are no collisionsbetweenparticlesor any other obvious heat- carried out at the University of Southern California under NASA
grant NGR-05-018-181 and at Carmel ResearchCenter under NASA
ing mechanisms.Thus our experimentalresults showing no contracts NASW-3513, NASW-3914, and NASW-4019. Many stuelectron temperature enhancementare important in this re- dents at USC participated in the laboratory work. We particularly

We speculatethat the increasedmobility of these highenergyelectronsmay enable the electronsto more readily fill
in behind the model. We suggestthat the mechanismresponsible for this filling in in our laboratory experimentsmay be
relevant for the solar wind interaction

electron

interaction

ancein evaluatingthis paper.

at Venus. This mecha-

nism may permit the solar wind electronsto significantlycontribute to the maintenanceof the nightside ionosphere of
Venus. We suggestsomespecificexperimentsthat can be carried out by the PVO plasma analyzer to investigatethe solar
wind

Wu for useful discussions of this research.
The Editor thanks W. Bernstein and another referee for their assist-

with Venus downstream

from

the

planet.

We performeda statisticalanalysisof the data presentedby
Oran et al. [1975] and Stone[1981] taken downstream,on the
model centerline,in a low-energylaboratory plasma with the
model at zero volts potential. We find that in both data sets
all the data pointsare lessthan two sigmafrom our calculated
least squaresbest fit to their respectivedata. We conclude,
therefore,that the data from Stone [1981] are consistentwith
a straight horizontal line and no electron temperature enhancements exist in these low energy observations in the
model wake. The Oran et al. [1975] data show an overall 30%
temperature enhancementand an apparent negative slope
with increasingz/a. Our calculatedT ratio indicatesthat this
small negativeslopeis significant.Thereforewe concludethat
the data from Oran et al. are consistent with a temperature
enhancementin the near wake, although their reported enhancementpeak at z/a = 2.0 is lessthan two sigma from our
calculated least squares line. Stone [1981], however, speculated that plasma heating occurredthroughout the chamber
usedby Oran et al. [1975] but that it was only observedin the
wake region since outside this region the ambient plasma
swampedthe possibilityof observingthe heating.
Many authors [Samir et al., 1979; Sarnirand Wrenn, 1972;
Troy et al. 1975] reported the existenceof electron temperature enhancementsin the near and very near wake regionsof
earth orbiting satellites.All thesemeasurementswere limited
to the near-wake region becausethe probes were mounted
either flush on the spacecraftor on short booms and no data
have beenpresentedthat includethe region between2Ro and
5Ro.
We find that the best fit to the data points in the wake

regionfrom Sarnirand Wrenn [1972] is a sinewave as determined by the calculated F ratio, whereas their data points
from the ambient region are bestfit by a least squaresline as
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